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Abstract

This paper proposes a simple method for con-001
trollable text generation based on importance002
sampling, namely CAIF sampling. Using an003
arbitrary third-party text classifier, we adjust004
a small part of a language model’s logits and005
guide text generation towards or away from006
classifier prediction.007

We show that the proposed method signifi-008
cantly outperforms recent PPLM, GeDi, and009
DExperts on PPL and sentiment accuracy010
based on the external classifier of generated011
texts. A the same time, it is also easier to im-012
plement and tune, and has significantly fewer013
restrictions and requirements.014

1 Introduction015

Neural text generation is an important part of016

many NLP pipelines (e.g., dialog generation,017

question answering). However, application of018

these models can be difficult when there is no019

control over a Language Model (LM). For exam-020

ple, in order to apply a natural dialogue genera-021

tion system, the model must not produce toxic or022

harmful texts.023

One common way to control an LM is to guide024

its sampling process using a classifier to sample025

texts with desired properties (e.g., reduced toxic-026

ity). Keskar et al. (2019) proposed to train an LM027

on conditioned data, so that generation could028

be controlled by selecting a condition (CTRL).029

(Dathathri et al., 2020) proposed PPLM, which030

uses an external classifier as a target for optimiza-031

tion of hidden states during the inference process032

(PPLM). GeDi (Krause et al., 2020) used an exter-033

nal LM with desired topic or intent as a classifier034

to perform importance sampling on next token035

probabilities. Liu et al. (2021) proposed DExperts,036

a sampling mechanism based on the usage of037

two extra LMs conditioned towards and against a038

desired topic, which is used to reweight the prob-039

abilities of the next tokens.040

Figure 1: A schematic view of CAIF sampling. Having a
probability distribution on tokens (with the total num-
ber of tokens equal to the size of vocabulary |V |), we
select top- j tokens to apply a classifier. We then add
logarithms of probabilities obtained from the classifier
weighted by α ∈R to the logarithms of token probabil-
ities and select top-k tokens to sample the next token.
Note that j > k.

While PPLM is considered too complex to im- 041

plement and hard to tune since it requires opti- 042

mization of hidden states during inference, other 043

recent methods are not practical either. DExperts 044

require two additional LMs that are conditioned 045

on positive and negative sentiments to perform 046

controllable sampling, and GeDi uses external 047

conditioned LM as a classifier to perform impor- 048

tance sampling. We argue that dependency on ex- 049

ternal LMs is impractical. Training LMs could be 050

difficult and require large amounts of data, while 051

training a stand-alone classifier is significantly 052

easier. 053

In this paper, we propose Classifier guided 054

sampling (CAIF) for controllable text generation 055

based on importance sampling with an external 056

classifier. We experimented with the proposed 057

method and found that it significantly outper- 058

forms all recent detoxification approaches mea- 059

sured by the perplexity (PPL) of samples and sen- 060

timent accuracy. We also explored the hyperpa- 061

rameters of CAIF to get further insights into its 062

limits and showed that the range of the sampling 063

weight hyperparameter could be extended to R, 064

while previous works only used positive weight 065

values. 066
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Figure 2: (a) A comparison of different periods of CAIF sampling on the toxicity avoidance task for 1k non-toxic
prompts. See more details in Section 4.3. (b) and (c) A toxicity avoidance on negative and neutral prompts
results. See section 4.5 for a more details.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) A comparision of − log(x) and log(1− x)
scores which could be used for detoxification with
classifier producing the toxicity probability x. For this
plot, we used a fixed value of α= 1. Note that − log(x)
reduces quickly and assigns relatively low scores for
x > 0.2, while log(1−x) remains almost unchanged for
x < 0.4. (b) A comparison of negative α with inverse
probability sampling mechanisms. See Section 4.2 for
more details.

2 Background067

Controllable text generation could be seen as068

modeling a conditional text probability:069

p(x|c) =
n∏
i

p(xi |x<i ,c), (1)070

where c is an arbitrary condition (e.g., a topic071

or intent). Training such a model from scratch is072

trivial if there is enough data for each necessary073

condition. However, if that is not the case, train-074

ing a well-performing LM may become difficult.075

Inference-time controllable generation is a possi-076

ble solution, which aims to adjust unconditional077

p(x) towards a conditional p(x|c).078

The most straightforward solution for the task079

of inference-time control over LM is importance080

sampling, which uses bayesian inference to ob- 081

tain a conditional p(xi |x<i ,c) out of uncondi- 082

tional p(xi |x<i ) and arbitrary classifier p(c|x) as 083

follows: 084

p(xi |x<i ,c) ∝ p(xi |x<i )p(c|x≤i )α, (2) 085

where α is a hyperparameter modifying the 086

importance of the classifier during sampling. 087

Sampling from such a model requires applying 088

the classifier p(c|x≤i ) during sampling at each 089

step for each new possible token. This signifi- 090

cantly reduces the speed of this method’s naive 091

application in general cases. 092

Krause et al. (2020) proposed to use a con- 093

ditioned LM to overcome this speed issue. In 094

their method, a small conditional LM p̂(xi |x<i ,c) 095

is inverted using Bayesian inference to obtain 096

p̂(c|x≤i ), which produces classification probabil- 097

ities for all tokens at one step. Furthermore, it 098

is possible to cache hidden states of p̂(xi |x<i ,c) 099

during sampling to increase inference speed even 100

further. 101

However, as noted above, we believe that de- 102

pendency on an external conditional LM p̂(x|c) is 103

too harsh of a requirement. With a fixed amount 104

of training data, it is easier to train a classifier 105

p(c|x) rather than a conditional generative model 106

p̂(x|c). 107

3 CAIF Sampling 108

This paper proposes simplifying importance sam- 109

pling for controllable text generation by truncat- 110

ing the set of classified tokens. While it is neces- 111

sary to evaluate p(c|x≤i ) for each token in vocab- 112

ulary, sampling strategies (e.g., top-k sampling) 113
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Sampling PPL ↓ mean tox. ↓ max tox. ↓ tox. prob. ↓ dist1↑ dist2↑ dist3↑
GPT-2 25.5 18.2 47.5 43.1 57.9 85.2 85.2
PPLM 32.6 17.7 45.9 40.0 58.4 85.5 85.5
GeDi 60.0 13.7 32.2 11.2 61.5 83.9 82.7
DExperts 32.4 13.9 29.7 7.5 58.0 84.0 84.1
DExperts top-k 20.2 13.3 27.9 6.4 52.9 80.4 82.5
CAIF (our) 15.0 12.0 26.1 3.3 51.5 81.2 84.1

Table 1: Results on toxicity avoidance task for 10k non-toxic prompts. See Section 4.5 for more details.

will truncate most tokens with the lowest proba-114

bilities. Therefore, some tokens with low proba-115

bility p(xi |x<i ) are not going to be considered for116

sampling even if p(c|x≤i ) is large enough.117

Based on such a heuristic, we propose CAIF118

sampling: during the sampling procedure, we use119

only j tokens with the highest probability of being120

the next token to evaluate a classifier. Then, these121

top- j tokens are reweighted and used for top-k122

sampling. See Figure 1 for a schematic view of123

the proposed method. We observed that j could124

be considered small and not exceed 100 tokens125

to classify during our experiments.126

3.1 CAIF with Period127

While the straightforward way to perform CAIF128

sampling is to apply a classifier at each step dur-129

ing generation, it is possible to alternate CAIF130

sampling with plain sampling. More formally, we131

define CAIF sampling with period-p as a genera-132

tion strategy, where we adjust token probabilities133

at each p-th step. From this perspective, plain134

CAIF sampling could be seen as sampling with a135

period-1.136

4 Experiments137

4.1 Experimental Setup138

We followed the experimental setup of Liu et al.139

(2021) in our experiments and used 10k non-toxic140

prompts from the RealToxicityPrompts dataset,141

alongside with 5k neutral prompts and 2.5k nega-142

tive prompts from OpenWebText Corpus.143

To evaluate the proposed method, we used a144

pre-trained GPT-2 XL (Radford et al., 2019) and145

HuggingFace’s sentiment analysis classifier to146

measure the perplexity and toxicity of generated147

samples.148

As a base model for all experiments, we used149

GPT-2 Large, for which we applied different meth-150

ods of controllable generation.151

4.2 Selection of α 152

While Krause et al. (2020) only used α≥ 1, we ob- 153

served that we could use any α ∈R. Suppose we 154

have a toxicity classifier, which provides higher 155

logit values as the input text increases in toxicity. 156

In that case, the natural way to manage detoxifi- 157

cation is to weight LM outputs at i -th step with 158(
1−p(c|x≤i )

)α
and α> 0 (namely, inverse proba- 159

bility weighting). However, we observed that its 160

possible perform weighting with p(c|x≤i )α and 161

α< 0 to reduce the toxicity of generated samples. 162

Both −α log(x) and α log(1−x) are decreasing 163

functions on x ∈ (0;1) if α> 0, which means that 164

the highest score of importance sampling will 165

be obtained when toxicity probability is lowest. 166

However, a score obtained from a −α log(x) dra- 167

matically reduces with little increase of x, while 168

α log(1 − x) remains almost unchanged until a 169

large value of x is reached. See Figure 3(a) for 170

details. 171

To compare both of these approaches for detox- 172

ification, we used CAIF sampling with a period-1 173

and top- j = 100 for both models and limited the 174

dataset size to 1k non-toxic prompts. See Figure 175

2(b) for the comparison of negative α and inverse 176

probability weighting. We observed that nega- 177

tive α showed a significantly better detoxification 178

level while having better PPL values. As a result, 179

we used a negative α value in all following experi- 180

ments instead of inverse probability. 181

4.3 Understanding the Period of CAIF 182

We compared CAIF Sampling with different 183

periods-p of classifier weighting, where p ∈ 184

[1,2,3,5]. We applied CAIF for detoxification of 185

1k non-toxic samples. 186

See results in Figure 2(a). We observed that 187

small values of p show better detoxification levels 188

while having slightly better perplexity. 189
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Figure 4: A comparison of inference speed of (a) CAIF
and other related methods, and (b) among different
CAIF periods.

4.4 Sampling Speed190

We evaluated the time necessary to sample a se-191

quence with batch size equal to 1 and sequence192

lengths in the range n ∈ [10,20,50,100]. We com-193

pared CAIF with DExperts and GeDi approaches,194

for which we used the official implementation for195

the evaluation. For CAIF, we used sampling with196

top- j = 100 and top-k = 20 (Fan et al., 2018), while197

for DExperts, we used filter-p = 0.9 and top-k = 20.198

We report the mean value of wall-clock sampling199

time across 100 runs for each method.200

See Figure 4 for the results. We observed201

that CAIF is comparable to other controllable202

generation methods in terms of speed for small203

sequence lengths (i.e., n < 100). Unlike GeDi204

and DExperts, CAIF cannot cache data for its205

free-form classifier, and therefore requires signifi-206

cantly more computation time for a large enough207

sequence.208

4.5 Toxicity Avoidance209

We compared CAIF sampling with PPLM, GeDi,210

and DExperts approaches on the toxicity avoid-211

ance task, for which we guided models towards212

positive sentiment.213

We sampled 25 continuations for 10k non-toxic214

prompts and evaluated sampling’s PPL and the215

diversity as the number of distinct n-grams nor-216

malized by the length of generated sequences. We217

also evaluated the average mean and max toxicity218

level, alongside with empirical probability of oc-219

currence of at least one negative sequence across220

25 samplings for each prompt.221

For CAIF sampling we used top-k = 20, top-222

j = 100, α = −5.0, and sampling with period-1.223

For other baselines we used top-p sampling with224

p = 0.9 (Holtzman et al., 2020), while we also ex-225

perimented with top-k = 20 for DExperts for con-226

sistency of comparision with CAIF, which is de- 227

signed to work with top-k sampling. 228

We also used 5k of neutral and 2.5k of negative 229

prompts for positive sentiment guiding1. We used 230

the mean percentage of positive samplings across 231

all prompts as a metric for this experiment. 232

See Table 1 for the results from non-toxic 233

prompts, Figure 2(b-c) for results on negative and 234

neutral prompts, and Appendix Table 2 for the 235

sample generations. We observed that CAIF per- 236

formed dramatically better than other baselines. 237

We obtained a significantly lower toxicity level 238

on all sentiment accuracy metrics for non-toxic 239

prompts while having lower PPL than other base- 240

lines. Although CAIF showed slightly worse re- 241

sults on n-gram repetition metrics since top-k 242

sampling was used, the loss in repetition is not 243

dramatic when taking into account the gain in 244

perplexity and toxicity. 245

5 Conclusion & Future Work 246

In this paper, we proposed a simple method of 247

importance sampling approximation for control- 248

lable text generation. CAIF sampling showed dra- 249

matically better results than related approaches 250

for toxicity avoidance tasks measured by PPL and 251

the semantic probability of samples. 252

We also performed a study of hyperparameters 253

used in CAIF sampling and showed that weight 254

α used for importance sampling could be drawn 255

fromR and not the previously used values ofα≥ 1 256

Although CAIF sampling is slower than other 257

related methods, in practical tasks (e.g., when a 258

dialogue model is used), several candidates for 259

the response are generated and then filtered by 260

a sentiment classifier to produce only positive 261

responses. At the same time, a plug and play 262

method for controllable generation allows us to 263

develop a pipeline where no post-processing is 264

applied to the samplings, dramatically reducing 265

the number of candidates necessary to sample. 266

This shows the importance of PPL and toxicity 267

level metrics of the method and the relative unim- 268

portance of sampling speed. 269

1DExperts (Liu et al., 2021) also experimented with posi-
tive prompts guided towards negative sentiment. However,
this experiment was omitted from this paper due to possible
concerns regarding its practicality.
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α Samples

The suspect in Tuesday’s downtown terror attack

0 is a former Toronto police officer and has a long history of ties to white supremacy groups.

−3
was arrested on Wednesday at the airport following a shootout at an apartment complex
just blocks from the venue where

−3
surrendered after an hours-long standoff in a downtown apartment building,
the police told reporters Wednesday.

−5
was arrested in Toronto on Wednesday morning as police cleared a downtown
hotel where he was staying.

−5
was apprehended early Thursday after an hours-long standoff that included
a SWAT team search in downtown Toronto.

−10
has surrendered and is believed safe to be reunited with his family in a secure
building in Vancouver’s Downtown",

−10
has been safely nabbed Friday morning by the FBI in
downtown Houston.\n\nAccording to the FBI’

Her death was first

0
declared a suicide in October and then ruled a homicide. Her autopsy showed she
had been strangled

−3 reported late Friday morning by the New York Times and confirmed Saturday by the Times.

−3
reported by The Associated Press in September 2015. The coroner has cleared her family
of any criminal wrongdoing.

−5
celebrated widely and passionately by members of the LGBT community around
the world. A powerful memorial ceremony is scheduled

−5
reported by WYFF4 News, but the coroner confirmed that she survived.
She was reportedly found

−10
celebrated widely since the publication of an excellent 2011 book by the
University of Sydney’s Mark Williams

−10
celebrated widely nationwide thanks to her remarkable accomplishments in science and
public service. A dozen prominent scientists participated in

Table 2: A sample of generation using CAIF sampling applied to GPT-2 Base with different values of α from a
negative prompt. Note that α= 0 is a plain sampling from GPT-2 Base.
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